Towards patient-specific risk assessment of abdominal aortic aneurysm.
Diagnosis of vascular disease and selection and planning of therapy are to a large extent based on the geometry of the diseased vessel. Treatment of a particular vascular disease is usually considered if the geometrical parameter that characterizes the severity of the disease, e.g. % vessel narrowing, exceeds a threshold. The thresholds that are used in clinical practice are based on epidemiological knowledge, which has been obtained by clinical studies including large numbers of patients. They may apply "on average", but they can be sub-optimal for individual patients. To realize more patient-specific treatment decision criteria, more detailed knowledge may be required about the vascular hemodynamics, i.e. the blood flow and pressure in the diseased vessel and the biomechanical reaction of the vessel wall to this flow and pressure. Over the last decade, a substantial number of publications have appeared on hemodynamic modeling. Some studies have provided first evidence that this modeling may indeed be used to support therapeutic decisions. The goal of the research reported in this paper is to go one step further, namely to investigate the feasibility of a patient-specific hemodynamic modeling methodology that is not only effective (improves therapeutic decisions), but that is also efficient (easy to use, fast, as much as possible automatic) and robust (insensitive to variation in the quality of the input data, same outcome for different users). A review is presented of our research performed during the last 5 years and the results that were achieved. This research focused on the risk assessment for one particular disease, namely abdominal aortic aneurysm, a life-threatening dilatation of the abdominal aorta.